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SILK 
 

 Description:  Silk is made with modern technology and cutting edge 
techniques creating a soft and light leather feel.  Its special formulation 
results in a leather with added value of an aniline leather but with the 
protection of a protected leather.  Silk displays a light cloudy effect on a 
uniform natural grain while maintaining its very soft and unique touch. 

  
  

Specifications: Raw Material: Brazilian 
  Hide Size:  50 square feet (average) 
  Thickness:  0.9 - 1.1 mm 
  Classification: Top Grain 
  Type Dyeing: Aniline Plus 
  Type Finish: “P” Protected 

 
 
 Customer Care…Keep furniture dust and dirt free.  Dusting and vacuuming with a soft 

brush.  Deal with spills and soil gently and quickly (do not rub or scrub).  Use a clean 
cloth or sponge.  If necessary, use clean distilled water only and let dry naturally. 

  
 Do not use solvent or any product involving solvents to clean leather furniture 
  
 Natural wrinkles, skin folds, tick bites, cleanly healed scars and other natural range 

markings are authentic characteristics found only in the very best leather.  Like any 
natural product, grain pattern and color may vary from hide to hide and within each 
individual hide 

  
 Expect some color variations from hide to hide due to the aniline state of the product.  

Some color fading may occur if the leather is exposed to direct, intense light and heat. 
 

 Hair oil, hair gels, body oil, body lotions, and some medications can have a chemical 
reaction to leather that can cause staining, fading, discolorations, and color changes. 
 

 Regular care and maintenance is required to ensure performance and longevity of leather. 
For our leather furniture, use only our leather cleaning products available from your 
dealer. 
 

 Warranty for Residential Use Only 
 

 
 

Type:  “P” 
 
 

A = Aniline, N = Nubuck, O = Oil/Wax, P = Protected 
 

 


